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W

hile Ms. Allen confers
with individual students,
others are working
independently in this sixthgrade classroom. The students in
Lupita’s group are writing in their
spelling journals. Miriam is practicing
the class focus words by using a
simple study technique called LookCover-Say-Write-Check. Leo is using
his notes to figure out the correct
spelling for suggest, puzzled about
whether it has one g or two. He
writes it both ways and settles on
the latter, then continues with his
writing. Meanwhile, Steve and Tino
are working through a word sort,
trying to create categories for the
word list they are learning this week.
Lupita is contemplating which of the
independent spelling activities she
will do next. She has just completed
her “Words to Learn” list where she
has identified the “tricky parts” of
each word. At that moment, Ms.
Allen checks in on the group to see
how they are progressing. “I’ve got
a new word for Stump the Teacher,”
says Lupita, with a twinkle in her eye.
“Great!” says Ms. Allen. “Bring it
on—I’m ready!”
The students in this classroom
are engaged in spelling, and no one
seems to be writing each word 10
times or copying definitions out of the
dictionary. Yet their spelling scores
have risen all year, thanks to this
teacher’s developmental approach
to spelling. Students’ ability to use
words well means that there is
intentional instruction in spelling and
word study. Word study is the term
used to describe a host of practices,
including phonics, vocabulary, and
spelling (Harris & Hodges, 1995). In
this column, we focus on spelling
instruction as a key component of
word study. One of the surprising
expectations in the Common Core
State Standards for students in
grades 6–12 relates to spelling. The
language anchor standard 2 reads
“Demonstrate command of the
conventions of standard English
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capitalization, punctuation, and
spelling when writing” (p. 51). In
grades K–5, the specific expectations
are spelled out, but in grades 6–12,
the standard simply says, “spell
correctly.”

Why Should
Students Learn
to Spell?
We imagine that your answer included
something about the importance
of making oneself understood in
written communication. If so, then
you understand that we do not teach
spelling so that students can simply
spell. Very few students want to spell
just to excel at the local spelling bee.
Instead, we focus on spelling so that
students can read and write. Spelling
is an important skill because it offers
a means for successful expression of
thoughts and ideas (Schlagal, 2002).
Imagine students beginning their

independent writing and not having
any words at their disposal. Frustrating
for the student, right? Beyond that,
the class itself would be an exercise in
frustration for the teacher as well.

What Doesn’t
Work in a
Spelling
Curriculum?
There are at least three common
approaches to spelling instruction that
are ineffective, or even harmful, to the
development of spellers who can use
words correctly in their reading and
writing.

Neglect
It’s almost embarrassing to write
about, but ignoring spelling
instruction will not provide students
with the support they need to spell as
they write or to read independently.

Focusing on Spelling
Why should students learn to spell? Don’t you know a
successful adult who regularly says, “I can’t spell to save my
life?” Why do we, as teachers, focus instructional time on a
skill that may not be useful for adults? We were asked these
questions when an Internet posting started circulating. It
read, in part:
Aoccdrnig to a rscheearch at an Elingsh uinervtisy, it deosn’t
mttaer in waht oredr the ltteers in a wrod are, the olny
iprmoetnt tihng is taht the frist and lsat ltteer is at the rghit
pclae. The rset can be in a toatl mses and you can sitll raed it
wouthit any porbelms. Tihs is bcuseae we do not raed ervey
lteter by itslef but the wrod as a wlohe.

Most people had little difficulty in reading this posting. We
maintain that this is because most readers have a fairly welldeveloped sense of English spelling and can move the letters
around so that the writing makes sense. We also note that
poor spellers or emerging readers and writers have more
difficulty with this passage because of their underdeveloped
spelling, and thus reading, ability.
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Unfortunately, it is still too common
for teachers to believe that spelling
will just develop naturally as students
read. Simply reading and absorbing
patterns, as Bosman and Van Orden
(1997) noted, “is not the most
effective way to learn to spell”
(p. 188). Perfetti (1997) was more
explicit in his writing: “Practice at
spelling should help reading more
than practice at reading helps
spelling” (p. 31).

The Monday-to-Friday
Routine
Giving students a list of words on
Monday, asking them to practice the
words at home during the week,
and then testing their knowledge
on Friday is also an insufficient route
to spelling. Although we know that
this is a common route, the evidence
for this approach is lacking (e.g.,
Templeton, 2011). In contrast with
this tradition of “giving the words
then the test,” teachers can focus
instruction on the weekly spelling
words on a regular basis. Students
correct their own tests, not just on
Friday but every day (e.g., Fearn &
Farnan, 2001).

Writing the Words
10 Times (or 100 Times
for That Matter)
Writing words as a list is also an
ineffective way to improve the spelling
performance (Ganske, 2000). We all
know students who write each letter
in a column 10 times until the word
appears 10 times. Not only is this
ineffective, but it also wastes time—
time that students could use to learn
how to spell.

Isn’t English
Too Irregular to
Learn Easily?
English is known to be a confusing
language—just recall the opening
e-mail posting to consider the
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difficulty. However, English is
more consistent than most people
realize (Templeton, 2011). As Bear,
Invernizzi, Templeton, and Johnston
(2011) noted, English requires an
understanding of three systems to
spell correctly: alphabet, pattern, and
meaning. First, regarding alphabet,
English is based (at least in part)
on the sound–symbol relationship.
Students have to learn to read or
voice the sounds from left to right,
matching sounds to symbols as
appropriate. However, we all know
that this approach will only work for
a portion of English words. The word
flight, for example, requires more
than alphabetic knowledge to read
correctly.
The second system that has to be
mastered to spell correctly in English
is the pattern. This layer requires that
readers extend beyond a single letter
to understand the sound that should
be produced. One pattern that guides
our understanding is the CVCe, found
in words such as bake, flake, and
make. Learning the pattern provides
the reader with a transportable skill
for decoding and encoding.
Unfortunately, the alphabet and
patterns are not all that are required.

English also relies on meaning for
some spellings (Templeton, 2011). This
third layer provides readers with a clue
for words containing sounds that do
not necessarily match their spelling.
For example, clinic and clinician or
physics and physicist rely on the
meaning level for spelling while the
individual words are pronounced
differently. This is also evidenced in
homographs, which are words that
are spelled alike but differ in meaning
and sometimes sound. Consider the
following:
♦ Sally will present the present to the
birthday girl.
♦ The state now permits permits for
fishing and hunting.
♦ “I object!” shouted the prosecutor
when the object was shown to the
jury.
Taking into account these three
systems that operate in English,
teachers must focus their instruction
accordingly. Early in a students’
spelling career, the focus will remain
on the alphabet. As students
become more sophisticated in their
spelling development, teachers add
the patterns and meaning levels.
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Obviously, these systems have
implications not only for instruction,
but also for the choice of words that
compose the spelling curriculum.

Which Words
Should Be Taught
in a Spelling
Curriculum?
The issue of spelling lists has plagued
teachers and researchers for years. As
Henderson (1990) noted,
Those who set out to remember every
letter of every word will never make it.
Those who try to spell by sound alone
will be defeated. Those who learn how
to ‘walk through’ words with sensible
expectations, noting sound, pattern,
and meaning relationships, will know
what to remember, and they will learn
to spell English. (p. 70)

Shane Templeton (2011), in his
review of published research on
spelling instruction, noted that sole
reliance on high-frequency words
or on commonly misspelled words
does not provide the student with
an understanding of the logical and
negotiable patterns found in English.
In other words, while these types
of words are useful as part of the
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spelling curriculum, they are not
sufficient. The research evidence on
spelling suggests that presenting
words in context is less effective and
more time consuming than presenting
words from widely accepted lists (e.g.,
Beckham-Hungler & Williams, 2003).
So what kinds of words should be
featured in spelling curriculum? We
will look at five kinds of words to use.
The proportion of words from each of
these categories will vary depending
on your students’ developmental
spelling levels, but all should be
featured to varying degrees through
the grades:
1. Word patterns
2. Latin and Greek root words
3. Affixes
4. High-frequency words
5. Commonly misspelled words

Word Patterns
As you can imagine, there are a
number of word lists that have been
reviewed as appropriate for specific
grade levels. These words were
selected on the basis of common
misspellings of students at each grade
level. You’ll note that, consistent
with the developmental level of the

spellers, the words move from onset
and rime patterns to common spelling
patterns to more difficult words.
You’ll also note that some serious
thought went into the organization
of the words, which are clustered
into patterns that help students
understand the patterns of the
language.
It is important to be aware that
presenting words in an organized list
does not mean that teachers should
not add words. We do suggest that
students learn Latin and Greek root
words, affixes, high-frequency words,
and commonly misspelled words. We
also believe that some spelling words
should be selected from the content
they are learning. These words can,
and should, be incorporated into the
lists you use to teach students to spell
(Ganske, 2000).

Latin and Greek
Root Words
The English language derives
words from languages all over the
world—luau from Hawaiian, bazaar
from Persian, shampoo from Hindi.
Other words such as blog enter our
language because they represent a
new concept. However, most of the
words in the English language are
derivatives of the Latin and
Greek languages. Teaching
some of the more common
Latin and Greek root words
gives students a transportable
set of strategies to use as they
spell new words. For example,
when a student knows that
port means “to carry,” he or
she can use that information
to figure out both the
spelling and meaning of
airport, portable, and
import. A list of common
Latin and Greek root words
can be found in Table 1.
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TABLE 1. Common Latin and Greek root words

Root

Meaning

Examples

aer

air

aerial, aeronautical

aster, astr

star

astronomical, asterisk

auto

self

automatic, autograph

bio

life

biography, biology

chron

time

chronicle, synchronous

derm

skin

epidermis, pachyderm

fac, fact

to make; to do

factory, facsimile

fer

to carry

transfer, ferry

gram

written

grammar, diagram

graph

to write

biography, graphic

hydr

water

hydrant, hydroponics

logo

reason

logic, epilogue

meter

measure

metric, thermometer

micro

small

microscope, microwave

mono

one

monastery, monotonous

par

get ready

prepare, repair

port

to carry

airport, export

phon

sound

telephone, phonics

photo

light

photograph, photosynthesis

stat

to stand

status, station

tech

art; skill

technology, technical

therm

heat

thermometer, thermal

vid, vis

to see

video, vision

Affixes
Prefixes, which come before the root
word, and suffixes, which come after,
are together referred to as affixes.
These units of meaning modify the
root word to further refine the exact
definition. For example, in the word
disruption, dis– is the prefix and
–tion is the suffix. These basic affixes
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are highly transportable within the
language. In fact, five basic prefixes
make up more than 50% of the
prefixes used, while four suffixes
make up 65% of the suffixes used
(Cunningham, 2002). By teaching
these affixes alone within a spelling
curriculum, students can use these
to spell thousands of words. A list of

these and other common affixes can
be seen in Table 2.

High-Frequency Words
Approximately 50%–75% of all words
used in schoolbooks, library books,
newspapers, and magazines are in
the Dolch Basic Sight Vocabulary of
220 words (Dolch, 1936). Many of
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these words cannot be sounded out
because they do not follow decoding
rules. It is important to note that
the age/grade notation is based on
a students’ ability to sight read the
word, not write it. We believe that
these words are appropriate spelling
words in a middle school curriculum,
as students must automatically
encode these words if they are to
write fluently. The Dolch list has been
revised and updated several times
(e.g., Johns, 1981), but the original list
remains the most commonly taught.

Table 2. Common affixes

Prefixes

•
•
•
•

ReDisUnIn-/Im-

• De• A-/An• Pro-

Suffixes

•
•
•
•
•
•

-s/-es
-ed
-ing
-en
-ly
-er/-or

•
•
•
•
•
•

-tion/-sion
-able/-ible
-al
-ness
-er/-est
-ful/-less

Commonly Misspelled
Words
Another word list was compiled by
Cramer and Cipielewski (1995; see
Table 3). This list is fairly distinctive
in that it focuses on the words that
are most commonly misspelled by
students in grades 1–8. You will
likely notice that there is an overlap
between the Dolch word list and the
most commonly misspelled words.
Did you know that misspelled is a
commonly misspelled word?

1. too

26. didn’t

51. like

76. about

2. a lot

27. people

52. whole

77. first

3. because

28. until

53. another

78. happened

4. there

29. with

54. believe

79. Mom

5. their

30. different

55. I’m

80. especially

6. that’s

31. outside

56. thought

81. school

7. they

32. we’re

57. let’s

82. getting

8. it’s

33. through

58. before

83. started

9. when

34. upon

59. beautiful

84. was

10. favorite

35. probably

60. Everything

85. which

11. went

36. don’t

61. very

86. stopped

12. Christmas

37. sometimes

62. into

87. two

13. were

38. off

63. caught

88. Dad

14. our

39. everybody

64. one

89. took

15. they’re

40. heard

65. Easter

90. friend’s

16. said

41. always

66. what

91. presents

17. know

42. I

67. there’s

92. are

18. you’re

43. something

68. little

93. morning

19. friend

44. would

69. doesn’t

94. could

20. friends

45. want

70. usually

95. around

21. really

46. and

71. clothes

96. buy

22. finally

47. Halloween

72. scared

97. maybe

Acquisition

23. where

48. house

73. everyone

98. family

This first component of spelling
concerns students learning to spell
words correctly. As Fearn and Farnan
(2001) noted, students must pay

24. again

49. once

74. have

99. pretty

25. then

50. to

75. swimming

How Will They
Remember All
These Words?
As you likely recall from your own
school days, cramming for a spelling
test does not result in long-term word
retention. Students cannot simply
pass through the spelling lists and
be expected to remember the words
when the time comes to use them.
Fearn and Farnan (2001) identified
a three-phase process required for
students to authentically learn how
to spell: acquisition, retention, and
automaticity. Let’s take each of these
in turn and examine their application.
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attention to the words they can
and cannot spell. One way to focus
students’ attention is through a selfcorrected spelling test. However, these
tests should not occur only on Friday
after students have “studied” the
words for a week. Students should
participate in regular testing situations
and receive immediate feedback via
self-corrections.
In addition to self-corrected spelling
tests, students learn to spell words
during small-group instruction and
conferencing times. Teachers can focus
students’ attention to words as they
find them in reading assignments and
as they work on successive versions
of their writing. A short small-group
or individualized session focused
on spelling in which the student is
really paying attention can pay big
dividends in learning. It is important to
remember, however, that these times
should be used to focus on spelling
words that are part of a system and
not isolated words. As we have noted
before, there are simply too many
words to learn if we expect students to
learn them all one at a time!

Retention
Once students have learned a set of
words in a given lesson, there is a

7
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risk that the words will be forgotten.
Retention requires remembering the
spelling of words once they have been
acquired. As Fearn and Farnan (2001)
noted, “Learning depends not only
on attention, but also on the ability
to hold information in active memory
long enough for it to be recorded in
long-term memory” (p. 431). One
way that teachers can give students
some practice with retention is to
include some old favorites on the
self-corrected spelling lists, providing
students with an opportunity to draw
words from memory. Teachers can
also use word activities and games
that offer students a chance to use
the words they have learned. Finally,
teachers can ensure that students
have multiple opportunities to write
during the language arts workshop.
This provides young writers with
authentic opportunities to use and
spell words in contexts in which
writers need them.

Automaticity
Interestingly, accurate spelling on a
test does not mean the student can
use it in his or her writing. Successful
spelling in connected writing signals
automaticity. This means that students
can spell, or write, a chosen word

automatically and without thinking
about it. This is especially important
during writing. If a writer has to stop
continually to think about how words
are spelled, he or she will not be able
to focus on the ideas to be written.
Writers need a host of words to draw
from as they write. Understanding
the developmental nature of spelling,
a teacher would not expect a
seventh grader to automatically spell
synchronous. The student will likely
slow down when he or she comes
to that word. However, the teacher
can and should expect the student
to have a number of words flow
automatically, and without conscious
effort, from the student’s fingers.
The development of automaticity
is not a given. Students need practice
to move words from acquisition and
retention to automaticity. One way
to practice is by using given word
sentences (Fearn & Farnan, 2001).
For example, the teacher may ask the
students to write a sentence with the
word allele in the third position of
the sentence. We sometimes extend
given word sentences into longer
pieces of generative writing (Fisher &
Frey, 2003). In addition, daily timed
Power Writing (Fearn & Farnan,
2001) provides students with the
opportunity to use the words they
know in novel ways. Power Writing
invites students to write in 1-minute
cycles to increase their writing output.
With this type of regular practice,
students move many more words
from acquisition and retention to
automaticity, and thus become
stronger writers and readers.

High-Quality
Spelling
Instruction
Word Walls
Having word walls in the content
classroom should be a given because
they are so valuable for teaching
aspects of spelling and word study.
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Every classroom should be a print-rich
environment in which students can
use the environmental print in their
reading and writing. Word walls for
older students are often arranged
on the basis of specific units of
study, such as westward expansion,
conservation of energy, or conics. One
way that teachers use their word wall
is through a weekly word wall bingo
game. Students are provided with
blank bingo forms and are instructed
to write words from the word wall
into the squares of their choosing. The
teacher then calls words until one of
the students earns a bingo. Another
classwide use of the word wall is
known as nonnegotiable words. In
every piece of student writing, the
teacher expects all of the word wall
words to be spelled correctly.

Spelling Tests
With Self-Correction
The most significant way to ensure
that students learn to spell is through
self-corrected tests—tests that the
students correct themselves to focus
on where they are making
mistakes (Henderson, 1990;
Templeton, 2011). We agree with
Fearn and Farnan (2001) in that
once per week is not sufficient
to provide students with the
practice they need in noticing
where they make mistakes. We
maintain that students need
regular, if not daily, spelling tests
to learn to spell well.
The self-corrected spelling
instruction and test might occur
like this: On Monday, Ms. Allen
asks students to participate in a
spelling test. She reads them a
list of 10 words. Once she has
read the list through twice, she
asks students to correct their
papers as she reads the words
and spells each one. Students
circle any missing letters,
added letters, or transposed
letters.
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She then asks students to give
themselves a letter grade for each
word (A is no errors, B is one error,
and so on). When they finish this first
round, she asks her students to turn
their papers over and she presents
the same list again but in a different
order. Following the same procedure,
she provides her students with time
to self-correct and circle the places on
the word where they make mistakes.
Students then record these words in
the Words to Learn section of their
journal, where they write notes to
themselves about confusions.
By Wednesday, more than half
the class has all the words correct and
they no longer need to participate
in the spelling tests. By Friday, nearly
every student in her class can spell
the entire list correctly. The key to
learning to spell this way is successive
approximations (Fearn & Farnan,
2001). In other words, students are
participating in an instructional event
in which they are not immediately
told that they have “failed the spelling
test, again,” but rather can see their
grades slowly increase as they pay

attention to the places in the word
that they make mistakes.

Personal Spelling Lists
As we explained earlier, many of the
words on a student’s list of spelling
words will have been selected
because they possess characteristics
consistent with the learner’s
developmental level (i.e., word
families, word derivations). However,
even students in the same stage of
spelling have individual needs and
interests that should be incorporated
into the spelling curriculum. Therefore,
each week students should have
a personal list of words they are
studying. This personal list augments
the primary list and can consist of
anywhere from 1 to 5 additional
words. There are several means for
selecting these words with students.
We’ve outlined a few:
♦ Words misspelled by the student.
Self-editing is an important skill for
students to develop. Have students
edit 1 or 2 pieces per week,
underlining each word they believe
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they have misspelled. The words
chosen for their personal spelling list
are the misspelled ones they did not
underline.
♦ Challenge words. Most students are
fascinated by unusual words. Let
students choose up to 5 challenge
words that interest them. Encourage
them to use dictionaries, thesauri,
and their narrative and expository
readings to find novel words.
♦ BOLO (Be On the Lookout) words.
Ask students to keep track of words
they encounter that are difficult for
them to spell. They should “be on
the lookout” throughout the school
day and at home for words they
find difficult. When they encounter
such a word, they should note it on
the BOLO list. This list becomes a
source of potential personal spelling
words.
♦ Stump the Teacher. This has
proven to be a perennial favorite
in classrooms, regardless of grade

level. This is a standing challenge
to students to bring a word that
might “stump the teacher.” There is
a catch, though—the student must
be able to spell and define the word
and use it in a sentence. We keep a
chart of the words that have been
brought to the class along with the
results.

Itty-Bitty
In addition to making words, students
can break spelling words into smaller
words. Similar to the making words
activity, Itty-Bitty provides students
with practice recalling previously
learned words. For example, if the
sixth-grade spelling word is spinach,
students can make lists of the 1-letter,
2-letter, 3-letter, 4-letter, 5-letter, and
6-letter words that can be made from
their spelling word. The following is a
sampling of the possibilities:
♦I
♦ in, an, is
♦ pin, nip, hip
♦ spin, chip
♦ pinch, chips

There is an app
called Whirly
Words that
allows students
to make words.
The app presents the player with
6 letters arranged in a circle.
The challenge is to find all of
the possible words, which are
indicated by rows of dots. For
example, the letters A, E, N, T, T,
and U can make 13 three-letter
words, 8 four-letter words, 1
five-letter word, and 2 six-letter
words. The dots become words
as the player types them in, and
they are arranged alphabetically
to help the player identify the
missing words.
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Spelling Journals
Spelling journals are maintained by
students to organize their spelling
work. A typical spelling journal can
take the form of a folder, binder, or
notebook and contains the following
items:
♦ Words to Learn list
♦ Personal spelling list
♦ Challenge words list
♦ Stump the Teacher list
♦ Notes taken during spelling lessons
♦ Independent spelling activities
The scenario at the beginning of this
column featured student work in a
spelling journal.

Word Games
Games are an excellent method for
creating opportunities for rehearsal
and practice. Because they are
engaging they also are chosen
frequently by students. These include
board games such as Scrabble,
Concentration, and Boggle. In
addition, there are other easy word
game activities that students can play
independently:
♦ S pellamadoodle. This is a fun activity
whose only purpose is to invite
students to focus on the spelling of
a word for a few minutes. Students
create visual designs using spelling
words to convey the meaning as well
as the letters.
♦ Word pyramids. Students begin
with 1 letter and then write a
2-letter word that begins with the
same letter. This is followed by a
3-letter word, then a 4-letter word,
and so on. The goal is to build a
pyramid of words that extends to 10
letters or more. When students can
go no further, they write a sentence
for each word in the pyramid (Fearn
& Farnan, 2001).
In sum, spelling instruction matters
(Graham, Harris, & Chorzempa, 2002).
We cannot assume that students
will learn to spell, and thus read
and write, without instruction even
though they are expected to spell
correctly according to the Common
Core State Standards. Like in other
aspects of literacy, student progress
is developmental through stages of
acquisition. Therefore, it is important
for teachers to know where their
students are developmentally and
understand what instructional
activities provide their learners with
opportunities for growth. Active
learning occurs when students use
manipulatives, sorts, and other
interactive processes. Student interest
is also essential and, therefore,
children should have input on the
words they learn.
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IRA Resources
Massengill, D. (2006). Mission accomplished…it’s learnable now: Voices of mature challenged
spellers using a word study approach. Journal of Adolescent & Adult Literacy, 49(5), 420–431.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact of an instructional spelling approach, Word
Study, on adult learners’ spelling. The author sought to learn more about participants’ stage of spelling
development, to gain information from the adults on their interpretations of this approach, and to
determine if a short-term intervention would change their spelling or self-perception.
Nine adult participants were administered one reading and two spelling pre- and postassessments.
Eight participants were in the syllables-and-affixes stage, and one participant possessed adequate
orthographic knowledge to be placed in the derivational relations stage. The nine participants received
individualized Word Study intervention (word sorts) for 12 sessions between pre- and posttests.
The adults made significant spelling gains on their knowledge of word features as measured by the
Upper Level Spelling Inventory; however, their improvement in raw scores was not significant. Further,
the participants demonstrated an increase in confidence, self-esteem, and willingness to attempt
the spelling of unknown words. All nine participants favorably viewed Word Study as a respectable
spelling approach for adults. A section is devoted to implications for practice.

ReadWriteThink.org Lesson Plan—Shared Spelling Strategies: www.readwritethink.org/
classroom-resources/lesson-plans/shared-spelling-strategies-48.html
This lesson invites students to increase their self-awareness of the strategies they use successfully when
they encounter a word they don’t know how to spell—without breaking their stride as they draft a
piece of writing.

ReadWriteThink.org Lesson Plan—Spelling Patterns “Go Fish” Card Game:
www.readwritethink.org/classroom-resources/lesson-plans/spelling-patterns-fish-card-1046.html
Using a chart with 52 words grouped by spelling patterns, students make a card game designed to
help them recognize several common English spelling patterns. Students work in small groups to create
the cards, including words and definitions, and then play a game similar to Go Fish. The object of the
game is to collect sets of words that share the same spelling pattern. Class discussion about spelling
and a quiz at the end of the lesson help motivate students to learn the words and patterns.

ReadWriteThink.org Lesson Plan—You Can’t Spell the Word Prefix Without a Prefix:
www.readwritethink.org/classroom-resources/lesson-plans/spell-word-prefix-without-399.html
Students learn in a cooperative setting to identify, define, and construct words with prefixes. Students
guess at initial meanings and spellings of words, correct misspellings using spelling strategies
developed by their work groups, and use resources such as spell checkers and dictionaries to arrive
at correct spellings and definitions. To help assess comprehension, students write sentences for each
prefix group the class has worked on during the lesson.
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